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New ingredient: orbital weights
Multiorbital/multiband problem

Transform into band representation

the ‚orbital makeup‘

For multi-orbital case, bare interactions in band language are much richer!

Besides Fermi surface shape/density of states, orbital makeup is important!

Can one find simple principles that determine Tc?  



Tc trends in pnictides



Electronic structure trends in cuprates

Nearest-neighbor hopping t’ through ‘axial orbital’ (Cu 4s hybridized with 
apical O pz)
Energy of axial orbital decreases with apical O distance, t’ grows, Tc grows

Trend: Tc rises with t’/t, although Fermi surface more curved



Trend in cuprates
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Qualitative & simple understanding?

@ weak coupling (fRG)

What are the tuning parameters 
besides density of states and Fermi 

surface shape?



Two-orbital scenario

Hybridization between dx2-y2 orbital and s-like orbital
• changes sign upon 90deg rotation
• increases Fermi surface curvature, causes t’

Simplest approximation:
Keep only interaction on  d-dominated band at Fermi level

εs-εd = 30 εs-εd = 4

Wd=1, Ws=2 

4s

3dx2-y2



Two-orbital scenario, 
RG flow to strong coupling

Keep only interaction on band at Fermi surface
Run RG flow with/without orbital makeup

Orbital make-up reduces Tc, reduces d-wave pairing strength

the ‚orbital makeup‘

Critical scale for d-wave 
instability

d-wave pairing 
interaction @ fixed 
low scale

With orbital 
makeup

Without orbital 
makeup



Make-up hurts: Two-patch analysis
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Local interactions U, U’ lead to

At least for this system, 
orbital makeup does 
not help Tc!

d-wave 
pairing 
wants large 
g3-g4!



Three-band case
Hybridizations between 

• Central dx2-y2 orbital

• s-like orbital above

• d3z2-r2-orbital below

Vary

Keep constant 

Orbital contributions to 
main FS band 
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Trend for Tc

Marked increase of Tc when 
4s, 3dz2 orbital are lowered 
with respect to 3dx2-y2!

Relevance to be clarified …

4s

3dx2-y2

3d3z2-r2

4s-like band should be wider than 3dz2-band!

Change of 4s admixture occurs on larger energy scale 
than change of 3dz2-admixture! 

Negative effect of 3dz2 disappears more quickly than 
negative effect of 4s grows!

Critical scale for 
d-wave 

instability



Additional interaction contributions
So far interactions are projected onto 3dx2-y2-dominated band near Fermi level

3dx2-y23dx2-y2
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Corrections due to virtual excitations in occupied/empty bands 
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Could be captured by cRPA
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Not captured by cRPA, but 
possibly largest, as only one 
intermediate particle gapped
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